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Corrosion damage due to chloride attack is one of the most concerning issues for long term durability of reinforced concrete
structures. By developing the reliable mathematical model of chloride penetration into concrete structures, it can help structural
engineers andmanagement agencies with predicting the service life of reinforced concrete structures in order to effectively schedule
the maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation program. This paper presents a theoretical and computational model for chloride
diffusion in concrete structures. The governing equations are taking into account the coupled transport process of chloride ions,
moisture, and temperature.This represents the actual condition of concrete structures which are always found in nonsaturated and
nonisothermal conditions. The fully coupled effects among chloride, moisture, and heat diffusion are considered and included in
the model. The coupling parameters evaluated based on the available material models and test data are proposed and explicitly
incorporated in the governing equations. The numerical analysis of coupled transport equations is performed using the finite
element method. The model is validated by comparing the numerical results against the available experimental data and a good
agreement is observed.

1. Introduction

Corrosion of reinforcing steel is one of the main causes
of deterioration process for reinforced concrete structures
exposed to chloride-rich chemicals which are generally from
deicing salts or sea water. The structures that are potentially
threatened by the chloride attack are bridge decks, parking
lots, and marine structures in splash and tidal zones. The
corrosion of reinforcing steels eventually causes spalling,
cracking, and delamination of concrete cover thus causing
poor load bearing capacity and reducing aesthetic feature of
the structures.The corrosion process can be divided into two
periods, including an initiation period during which chloride
ions penetrate into the concrete cover and initiate the cor-
rosion of steel and a propagation period during which the
rust deposits in the surrounding porous cement paste and
results in cracking of concrete cover. The initiation period is
usually much longer than the propagation period, because

once the corrosion starts, it will take only a few years for
the rust to crack the concrete cover. Therefore, improving
the penetration resistance of concrete to various chloride
sources is an important and challenging task in concrete and
construction industries and equally important is to predict
the chloride penetration process into concrete structures by
theoretical and numerical models. The model prediction will
provide useful information for structural engineers, owners,
and management agencies to make correct decisions.

One of the theoretical models for predicting chloride ing-
ress into concrete structures is based on Fick’s second law,
leading to a simple solution of one-dimensional linear ordi-
nary partial differential diffusion equation [1–3]. The main
problem of the simplified linear models is that the apparent
diffusion coefficient in the model,𝐷

𝑎
, has to be considered as

a constant. In fact, it is not a constant and it varies by more
than one order of magnitude and depends on many factors
such as material characteristics and surrounding exposure
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conditions of structures. As a result, we cannot use the con-
stant diffusion coefficient of concrete to reliably predict the
service life of structures which have been exposed to a cor-
rosive environment. Also, the apparent diffusion coefficient
of concrete for a given location cannot be applied to use
for other circumstances [4]. Furthermore, if the variations of
initial and boundary conditions such as moisture and tem-
perature surroundings were to be taken into account, the
prediction error of using Fick’s second law could be even
larger. It was emphasized by Marchand and Samson [4] that
Fick’s model can only be appropriately used for concrete
structures in saturated condition. However, the chloride
exposure conditions of actual concrete structures are often
found to be nonsaturated and nonisothermal. To solve this
problem, some Fick’s models have been modified to account
for moisture and temperature effects [5–7]. This can be done
either by using moisture and temperature dependent trans-
port parameters or by incorporating the coupling terms in
the chloride flux equation, which is adopted for the present
study.

In saturated and isothermal conditions, chloride ions dif-
fuse in concretemainly due to its own concentration gradient.
This means that there are no moisture and temperature
effects on chloride penetration mechanism. On the contrary,
the coupled diffusion process of chloride and moisture was
evident in nonsaturated condition where the rate of chloride
diffusion was accelerated by moisture gradient. Similarly,
moisture flow was affected by the chloride transport mecha-
nism [8, 9]. For nonisothermal condition, chloride transport
mechanism in concrete is driven by not only its concen-
tration gradient but also temperature variation gradient. It
was emphasized by Isteita [10] study that, by increasing
temperature, the rate of chloride ingress into concrete can be
increased.

Over the years, modeling of chloride transport in nonsat-
urated concrete has been studied by many researchers. Saetta
et al. [6] proposed a numerical model of chloride penetration
in partially saturated concrete. The model included the cou-
pling effect of moisture movement on chloride diffusion.
The transport equations of chloride and moisture were then
solved using the finite element method. In 2000, Nilsson
[11] developed a chloride diffusion model for the concrete
exposed to seawater splash or deicing salts. It was found from
the study that diffusion and convection mechanisms of chlo-
ride could be explained as a function of moisture content in
concrete. Ababneh et al. [5] presented a mathematical model
of chloride ingress into concrete in nonsaturated condition.
The coupling term for the moisture movement was incorpo-
rated in the diffusing equation of chloride. The two coupled
partial differential equations of chloride and moisture were
analyzed using the finite difference method. The numerical
results are validated against the available test data and the
verification showed that the model could be used to simulate
and predict chloride diffusion in nonsaturated concrete satis-
factorily. Nielsen and Geiker [12] proposed a simplified Fick’s
model to examine chloride penetration into partially satu-
rated concrete and studied the relationship between chloride
diffusion coefficient and degree of saturation. Their findings
showed that the chloride diffusion coefficient depends on

degree of saturation of concrete. Conciatori et al. [13] pre-
sented a comprehensive model called “TransChlor” for sim-
ulating chloride diffusion associated with heat transfer, liquid
and vapor movement, and carbon dioxide transport in con-
crete. Chloride profiles predicted by this model were vali-
dated with the experimental data and a good agreement was
observed. Recently, Lin et al. [14] established a systematic and
numerical model for predicting service life of concrete struc-
tures subjected to chloride attack. The effect of moisture
transport on chloride diffusion was included in the chloride
flux equation which was represented as the degree of water
saturation. The numerical results obtained from the model
showed that the service life of structures exposed to drying
and wetting circumstances is significantly different from that
under the saturated condition. Based on these studies, it
can be concluded that moisture variation has a remarkable
influence on degradation of concrete structures caused by
chloride attack.

As noticed from the above review,most of themathemati-
calmodels have been focused on chloride diffusion in nonsat-
urated concrete, and the temperature effect on chloride trans-
port has not beenwell investigated.The temperature variation
is very significant and must be included in the mathematical
model. A recent experimental study conducted by Isteita [10]
showed that the rate of chloride penetration is accelerated
by temperature gradients. The temperature variation has a
significant effect on not only the chloride transport but also
moisture movement. This can be described by Khoshbakht
et al.’s [16] study where moisture diffusion in masonry walls
is significantly influenced by heat transfer. However, there is
no available mathematical model that takes into account the
influences of temperature variation on simultaneous chloride
and moisture diffusion in concrete. Therefore, in this study, a
transport model based on Fick’s law taking into account the
fully coupled chloride, moisture, and heat flow in nonsatu-
rated and nonisothermal concrete is developed.The coupling
parameters related to chloride, moisture, and heat transport
in concrete are characterized and explicitly incorporated
in the governing equations. The governing equations are
then solved numerically by the finite element method. The
validation is performed by comparing the numerical results
obtained from the present model with the available test data
and a good agreement is observed.

2. Basic Formulation of Governing Equations

The flux of chloride ions through porous concrete depending
on the concentration gradient is described by Fick’s law as
follows:

𝐽Cl = −𝐷Cl∇𝐶𝑓 (1)

in which 𝐽Cl is the flux of chloride ions, 𝐷Cl is the diffusion
coefficient of chloride ions, and 𝐶

𝑓
is the free chloride con-

centration.
The total amount of moisture contained in concrete, the

so-called moisture content, is generally represented by water
content (𝑤) or by pore relative humidity (𝐻). In the present
study, the moisture content in concrete is presented by pore
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relative humidity which consists of amount of liquid water
and water vapor existing in concrete pores [17]. Themoisture
flux (𝐽

𝐻
) can be described in terms of the gradient of pore

relative humidity given by

𝐽
𝐻
= −𝐷

𝐻
∇𝐻, (2)

where 𝐷
𝐻
is the humidity diffusion coefficient. Heat flow in

concrete is described by the well-known Fourier’s law of heat
conduction giving the heat flux in function of gradient of
temperature:

𝐽
𝑄
= −𝐷

𝑇
∇𝑇, (3)

where 𝐽
𝑄
is the heat flux,𝐷

𝑇
is the thermal diffusivity of con-

crete, and 𝑇 is temperature. As indicated earlier, in order to
describe the coupled transport processes involving chloride,
moisture, and temperature, the above listed three governing
equations can be modified by adding new terms expressed
explicitly in terms of the gradients of the state variables, and as
a result, the three governing equations will become fully cou-
pled and then these coupled equations must be solved simul-
taneously. For example, the flux of chloride ions (𝐽Cl), (1), in
nonsaturated and nonisothermal concrete can be written as

𝐽Cl = − (𝐷Cl∇𝐶𝑓 +𝐷Cl−𝐻∇𝐻+𝐷Cl−𝑇∇𝑇) (4)

in which𝐷Cl−𝐻 and𝐷Cl−𝑇 are the coupling parameters corre-
sponding to the effect of moisture and temperature variation
on the chloride diffusion, respectively. Similar to chloride
flux, the coupling terms are also included in moisture and
heat flux. Then, (2) and (3) can be rewritten as

𝐽
𝐻
= − (𝐷

𝐻−Cl∇𝐶𝑓 +𝐷𝐻∇𝐻+𝐷𝐻−𝑇∇𝑇) ,

𝐽
𝑄
= − (𝐷

𝑇−Cl∇𝐶𝑓 +𝐷𝑇−𝐻∇𝐻+𝐷𝑇∇𝑇) ,
(5)

where 𝐷
𝐻−Cl, 𝐷𝑇−Cl, 𝐷𝐻−𝑇, and 𝐷𝑇−𝐻 are coupling parame-

ters. In general, coupling parameter𝐷
𝑖−𝑗

represents the effect
of 𝑗 process on the 𝑖 process.

The mass balance equations of chloride, moisture, and
heat transport in concrete are given by (6), (7), and (8), respe-
ctively:

𝜕𝐶
𝑡

𝜕𝑡
=
𝜕𝐶
𝑡

𝜕𝐶
𝑓

𝜕𝐶
𝑓

𝜕𝑡
= −∇𝐽Cl

= ∇ (𝐷Cl∇𝐶𝑓 +𝐷Cl−𝐻∇𝐻+𝐷Cl−𝑇∇𝑇) ,

(6)

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑡
=
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑡
= −∇𝐽

𝐻

= ∇ (𝐷
𝐻−Cl∇𝐶𝑓 +𝐷𝐻∇𝐻+𝐷𝐻−𝑇∇𝑇) ,

(7)

𝜕𝑄

𝜕𝑡
=
𝜕𝑄

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
= −∇𝐽

𝑄

= ∇ (𝐷
𝑇−Cl∇𝐶𝑓 +𝐷𝑇−𝐻∇𝐻+𝐷𝑇∇𝑇) ,

(8)

in which 𝜕𝐶
𝑡
/𝜕𝐶
𝑓
, 𝜕𝑤/𝜕𝐻, and 𝜕𝑄/𝜕𝑡 represent the chlo-

ride binding capacity, moisture capacity, and heat capacity,
respectively. The coupling parameters corresponding to the
coupled transport mechanisms among chloride, moisture,
and temperature will be explained later.

3. Material Models

To solve chloride, moisture, and heat transport in nonsatu-
rated and nonisothermal concrete, thematerial parameters in
the governing equations, (6), (7), and (8), need to bemodeled
first.This is because thesematerial parameters are usually not
constants but depend strongly on concretemix design param-
eters, age of concrete, and concentrations of the transport
variables, and therefore, material models must be developed
to take into account the variations of influential parameters.

In the governing equations, the material parameters are
chloride diffusion coefficient, chloride binding capacity;
moisture diffusion coefficient,moisture capacity; thermal dif-
fusivity, heat capacity, and coupling parameters. In this study,
the influential parameters taken into account to characterize
the coupled transport characteristics in concrete are concrete
mix design parameters, that is, curing time, age of concrete,
diffusivity of cement paste, and aggregate. One of the major
improvements of the present mathematical model is that
several material models based on available experimental data
are proposed and incorporated in the governing equations.
The determination of chloride diffusion coefficient, chloride
binding capacity, moisture diffusion coefficient, andmoisture
binding capacity was once discussed in Damrongwiriyanu-
pap et al. [18, 19]. For reader’s convenience, we will summarily
introduce the previously developed transport parameters and
the coupling parameters will then be explained in detail.

3.1. Chloride Diffusion Coefficient (𝐷
𝐶𝑙
). The diffusion coeffi-

cient of chloride ions in concrete can be evaluated using the
multifactor equation given by

𝐷Cl = 𝑓1 (
𝑤

𝑐
, 𝑡0)𝑓2 (𝑔𝑖) 𝑓3 (𝐻) 𝑓4 (𝑇) 𝑓5 (𝐶𝑓) (9)

in which 𝑓1(𝑤/𝑐, 𝑡0) represents a factor taking into account
the influence of water cement ratio (𝑤/𝑐) and curing time of
concrete (𝑡

0
). Porosity of concrete is directly affected by water

cement ratio. The higher the water cement ratio, the higher
the porosity and the higher the diffusion coefficient. A for-
mulation for 𝑓1(𝑤/𝑐, 𝑡0) was proposed by Xi and Bažant [20]
and expressed as

𝑓1 =
28 − 𝑡0
62, 500

+(
1
4
+
(28 − 𝑡0)

300
)(

𝑤

𝑐
)

6.55
. (10)

The second factor is to consider concrete as a compositemate-
rial comprising cement paste and aggregates. Thus, based on
the composite action, the diffusivity of concrete can be eval-
uated simply by including the diffusivity of cement paste and
aggregates. This factor can be calculated by using the three-
phase composite model developed by Christensen [21]:

𝑓2 (𝑔𝑖)

= 𝐷cp(1+
𝑔
𝑖

(1 − 𝑔
𝑖
) /3 + 1/ ((𝐷agg/𝐷cp) − 1)

) ,

(11)

where 𝑔
𝑖
is the volume fraction of aggregates in concrete and

𝐷agg and 𝐷cp are the diffusivity of aggregates and cement
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paste, respectively. These two parameters can be determined
by using the model proposed by Martys et al. [22]:

𝐷 =

2 (1 − (𝑉
𝑝
− 𝑉
𝑐

𝑝
))

𝑆2
(𝑉
𝑝
−𝑉
𝑐

𝑝
)
4.2 (12)

in which𝑉
𝑝
is the porosity, 𝑆 denotes the surface area, and𝑉𝑐

𝑝

is the critical porosity (the porosity at which the pore space
is first percolated). When (12) is used for the diffusivity of
cement paste,𝐷cp,𝑉𝑝, 𝑆, and𝑉

𝑐

𝑝
are considered as the param-

eters for cement paste. The critical porosity may be taken as
3% for cement paste [22]. As previously proposed by Xi et
al. [23], the surface areas of cement paste, 𝑆, can be defined
by the monolayer capacity, 𝑉

𝑚
, of adsorption isotherm of

concrete which is proportional to 𝑆. The porosity, 𝑉
𝑝
, can

be estimated by adsorption isotherm, 𝑛(𝐻, 𝑇) = 𝑊sol/𝑊conc
at saturation (𝐻 = 1). 𝑊sol and 𝑊conc are the weight of
pore solution and concrete, respectively. The explanation of
adsorption isotherm of concrete can be found in Xi et al.
[23, 24]. It is mainly due to the fact that pores in aggregates
are discontinuous. Thus, the diffusivity of aggregates, 𝐷agg,
can be considered as a very small value and simply taken
as a constant with a proposed value in the literature 1 ×
10−12 cm2/s [5, 20].

The third factor, 𝑓
3
(𝐻), takes into account the depen-

dence of chloride diffusion coefficient on the effect of internal
relative humidity. A model developed by Bažant and Najjar
[17] is used for this factor given by

𝑓3 (𝐻) = (1+
(1 − 𝐻)4

(1 − 𝐻
𝐶
)
4)

−1

(13)

in which 𝐻
𝑐
is the critical humidity level at which the

diffusion coefficient drops halfway between itsmaximumand
minimum values (𝐻

𝐶
= 0.75). When chloride ions transport

in nonsaturated condition, (13) corresponds to the influence
of coupling effect between the moisture and chloride diffu-
sion.

To consider the effect of temperature on chloride diffu-
sion in concrete, the fourth factor, 𝑓

4
(𝑇), is included in the

equation. This can be calculated by using Arrhenius’ law:

𝑓4 (𝑇) = exp [𝑈
𝑅
(
1
𝑇0
−
1
𝑇
)] (14)

in which𝑈 is the activation energy of the diffusion process, 𝑅
is the gas constant (8.314 Jmol−1 K−1), and 𝑇 and 𝑇

0
are the

current and reference temperatures, respectively, in Kelvin
(𝑇
0
= 296K). As reported by Collepardi et al. [25] and Page

et al. [26], the activation energy of the diffusion process is a
function of water cement ratio, 𝑤/𝑐, and cement type which
is illustrated in Table 1.

The fifth factor, 𝑓
5
(𝐶
𝑓
), is to account for the dependence

of the chloride diffusion coefficient on the free chloride
concentration which can be expressed as

𝑓5 (𝐶𝑓) = 1− 𝑘ion (𝐶𝑓)
𝑚

, (15)

where 𝑘ion and 𝑚 are two constants, 8.333 and 0.5, respec-
tively. 𝑘ion and 𝑚 were experimentally obtained by Xi and
Bažant [20].

Table 1: Activation energies for various cement pastes.

w/c Ordinary Portland cement
(KJ/mol)

Cement with pozzolans
(KJ/mol)

0.4 41.8 ± 4.0 —
0.5 41.8 ± 4.0 4.18
0.6 41.8 ± 4.0 —

3.2. Chloride Binding Capacity. Total chloride is generally
defined as the summation of free chloride, 𝐶

𝑓
, and bound

chloride,𝐶
𝑏
. One canmove independently through the inter-

connected pore networks called free chloride. The others can
be chemically and physically bound to the pore wall repre-
sented as bound chloride. Only free chloride can initiate the
corrosion of rebar. The total chloride concentration is given
by

𝐶
𝑡
= 𝐶
𝑓
+𝐶
𝑏
. (16)

Bound chloride can be explained in terms of chloride binding
capacity expressed as

𝑑𝐶
𝑓

𝑑𝐶
𝑡

=
1

1 + 𝑑𝐶
𝑏
/𝑑𝐶
𝑓

. (17)

The model of chloride binding capacity based on Fre-
undlich isotherm proposed by Xi and Bažant [20] is adopted
for this study and is written as

𝑑𝐶
𝑓

𝑑𝐶
𝑡

=
1

1 + (𝐴10𝐵𝛽
𝐶−𝑆−𝐻

/35, 450𝛽sol) (𝐶𝑓/35.45𝛽sol)
𝐴−1 ,

(18)

where two constants, 𝐴 and 𝐵, are experimentally obtained
from chloride adsorption which are equal to 0.3788 and 1.14,
respectively. More details on another two parameters, 𝛽sol
and 𝛽

𝐶−𝑆−𝐻
, can be found in Xi and Bažant [20]. The use of

chloride binding capacity illustrated in (18) is restricted when
free chloride content, 𝐶

𝑓
, equals zero because of 𝐴 < 1. This

condition gives 𝜕𝐶
𝑓
/𝜕𝐶
𝑡
= 0 resulting in 𝜕𝐶

𝑓
/𝜕𝑡 = 0 which

means 𝐶
𝑓
is consistent and equivalent to initial free chloride

concentration.Thus, chloride diffusionwill no longer initiate.
To solve this problem, the Freundlich isotherm is used when
𝐶
𝑓
is large (>0.01mol/L) and the Langmuir isotherm is

applied when 𝐶
𝑓
is small (<0.05mol/L) suggested by Tang

and Nilsson [27]. The chloride binding capacity based on the
Langmuir isotherm is given by

𝑑𝐶
𝑓

𝑑𝐶
𝑡

=
1

1 + 𝑑𝐶
𝑏
/𝑑𝐶
𝑓

=
1

1 + 1/𝛼 (𝛽𝐶
𝑓
+ 1/𝛼)

2 (19)

in which

𝛼 =
𝑘


𝐶
𝑏𝑚
𝛽
𝐶−𝑆−𝐻

35, 450𝛽sol
,

𝛽 =
1, 000

𝛽
𝐶−𝑆−𝐻

𝐶
𝑏𝑚

.

(20)
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The parameters involved in (20) are proposed by Tang and
Nilsson [27]; that is, 1/𝐶

𝑏𝑚
= 0.1849, 1/(𝑘𝐶

𝑏𝑚
) = 0.002438,

𝑘


= 75.841, and 𝐶
𝑏𝑚
= 5.4083.

3.3. Moisture Diffusion Coefficient. The moisture diffusion
coefficient of concrete can be characterized using the theo-
retical formulation of composite-based materials derived by
Christensen [21] and expressed as

𝐷
𝐻

= 𝐷
𝐻cp
(1+

𝑔
𝑖

(1 − 𝑔
𝑖
) /3 + 1/ [(𝐷

𝐻agg
/𝐷
𝐻cp
) − 1]

)

(21)

in which 𝑔
𝑖
is the volume fraction of aggregates, 𝐷

𝐻cp
is the

moisture diffusivity of the cement paste, and 𝐷
𝐻agg

is the
moisture diffusivity of the aggregates. It is due to the fact that
the rate of moisture diffusion through discontinuous pores
that appeared in aggregates is much slower than that in
cement paste. Therefore, 𝐷

𝐻agg
in (21) can be neglected. The

moisture diffusivity of cement paste can be evaluated by the
empirical model proposed by Xi et al. [24].

3.4.Moisture Capacity. Themoisture capacity of concrete can
be simply calculated by taking the proportion of the moisture
capacities of cement paste and aggregate as proposed by Xi et
al. [28]:

𝑑𝑤

𝑑𝐻
= 𝑓agg (

𝑑𝑤

𝑑𝐻
)

agg
+𝑓cp (

𝑑𝑤

𝑑𝐻
)

cp
, (22)

where𝑓agg and𝑓cp are the weight percentages of the aggregate
and cement paste, respectively; (𝑑𝑤/𝑑𝐻)agg and (𝑑𝑤/𝑑𝐻)cp
are themoisture capacity of aggregate and cement paste, resp-
ectively. The parameters given in (22) can be determined
based on the model developed by Xi et al. [23, 24] and Xi
[29, 30].

3.5. Coupling Parameters. In this study, the fully coupled
transport equations of chloride, moisture, and heat are
formulated based on modified Fick’s law. The coupling terms
are explicitly incorporated in the governing equations as
illustrated in (6), (7), and (8). There are mainly six coupling
parameters: (1) the effect of moisture on chloride transport
(𝐷Cl−𝐻), (2) the effect of chloride on moisture transport
(𝐷
𝐻−Cl), (3) the influence of heat conduction on chloride

transport (𝐷Cl−𝑇), (4) the influence of heat conduction on
moisture transport (𝐷

𝐻−𝑇
), (5) the effect of chloride transport

on heat conduction (𝐷
𝑇−Cl), and (6) the influence ofmoisture

transport on heat conduction (𝐷
𝑇−𝐻

). The detail of these
parameters will be explained as follows.

3.5.1. 𝐷
𝐶𝑙−𝐻

and 𝐷
𝐻−𝐶𝑙

. There have been several investiga-
tions in the literature, as previously reviewed, on the effect
of moisture on chloride diffusion in concrete and the results
have shown that chloride ingress in concrete is strongly
affected by moisture variation. This has been particularly

confirmed by the experimental studies conducted by Abarr
[9] and Nagesh and Bhattacharjee [31] where chloride pen-
etration into concrete depends on degree of saturation and
moisture gradient. In particular, the rate of chloride transport
can be accelerated by amoisture gradient when the two gradi-
ents are in the same direction.On the other hand, the chloride
flux can be reduced by a moisture gradient when the two
gradients are not in the same direction. Another finding from
these two studies was that the apparent chloride diffusion
coefficient obtained under unsaturated condition was chlo-
ride concentration dependent.

Similarly, it has been found from the experiment con-
ducted by Ababneh and Xi [8] that the moisture transport
in concrete is influenced by chloride transport. Their results
indicated that the coupling parameter due to the effect of
chloride transport on moisture penetration in concrete is
concentration dependent, depending on the concentration of
chloride.

Because both 𝐷Cl−𝐻 and 𝐷
𝐻−Cl are chloride concentra-

tion dependent, we can use the following simplified models
to describe them:

𝐷Cl−𝐻 = 𝜀Cl𝑓,

𝐷
𝐻−Cl = 𝛿Cl𝑓,

(23)

in which 𝜀 and 𝛿 are two material constants depending on
concrete mix design and age of concrete. In order to deter-
mine 𝜀 and 𝛿, the chloride profiles obtained from the numer-
ical results of coupled chloride and moisture diffusion in
concrete are plotted against the test data by Abarr [9]. For a
specific concrete at a certain age, the two constants can be
estimated by the best curve fitting between test data and
numerical results of coupled chloride andmoisture transport
in concrete. The two material constants were analyzed based
on available test data and determined in a previous study, 𝜀 =
0.19 and 𝛿 = 0.52 [19].

3.5.2.𝐷
𝐶𝑙−𝑇

. The available material model on this parameter
developed by Isteita [10] is used in the present mathematical
model.The study was carried out under chloride ponding test
with various temperature conditions.The concrete specimens
were ponded with 3% NaCl solution on the top surface. The
results revealed that when the temperature of the chloride
solution is increased, chloride ions penetrate faster from the
top to bottom of concrete samples. This means the increas-
ing temperature gradient contributes significantly to chloride
penetration. So, under nonisothermal condition, the cou-
pling effect due to the effect of temperature variation on chlo-
ride penetration cannot be simply ignored. A model for this
coupling parameter was developed by Isteita [10] using amul-
tifactor equation taking into account the influential parame-
ters such as free chloride concentration, age of concrete, and
temperature given by

𝐷Cl−𝑇 = 5× 10−8𝐶
𝑓
𝑓1 (𝑡) 𝑓2 (𝑇) , (24)

where𝑓
1
(𝑡) is the factor considering the age effect of concrete

which corresponds to the degree of hydration of concrete:

𝑓1 (𝑡) = 4𝑡−1 (25)
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in which 𝑡 represents the age of concrete. The temperature
effect is taken into account and given by the second factor,
𝑓
2
(𝑇). Using Arrhenius’s equation, it is written as

𝑓2 (𝑇) = exp(0.1𝑈
𝑅
(

1
𝑇ref

−
1
𝑇
)) , (26)

where 𝑈 is the activation energy of the diffusion process;
𝑅 is the universal gas constant; 𝑇 and 𝑇ref are current and
reference temperatures, respectively. It is important to point
out that the value 5 × 10−8 in (24) is only valid for the concrete
used in the study by Isteita [10], and the value will vary when
a concrete with a different mix design is to be used.

3.5.3. 𝐷
𝐻−𝑇

. It should be pointed out that the available test
data and/or material models regarding the influence of tem-
perature on moisture diffusion in concrete are still very lim-
ited. So far,most research has focused on the influence of tem-
perature change on moisture transport in high temperature
range but very few publications have considered the mois-
ture-temperature coupling effect in normal temperature. An
investigation on the influence of temperature variation on
moisture movement for concrete was carried out by Khosh-
bakht et al. [16] and a model for the coupling parameter was
developed as shown in (27). Due to data scarcity, we used
this model as a simple approximation for the coupled effect
of temperature variation on moisture diffusion in concrete in
the present study:

𝐷
𝐻−𝑇

= 𝜌0 (1.67× 10
−8
𝜃
5
− 3.99× 10−6𝜃4 + 2.58

× 10−4𝜃3 − 4.14× 10−3𝜃2 + 0.216𝜃 − 0.035)

× 10−3,

𝜃 = 226.68𝐻3
− 247.75𝐻2

+ 123.45𝐻+ 0.1076,

(27)

in which 𝜌
0
= 2,200 kg/m3, 𝜃 is the moisture content, and 𝐻

is relative humidity.

3.5.4. 𝐷
𝑇−𝐻

and 𝐷
𝑇−𝐶𝑙

. Theoretically, both chloride and
moisture transport in concrete have some effects on temper-
ature variation because the mass transports carry heat with
them. However, the level of chloride concentration is low and
the intensity of moisture transport is small (no liquid flow
in good quality concrete), and these two coupling effects can
be dropped [16]. So, the parameters 𝐷

𝑇−𝐻
and 𝐷

𝑇−Cl are not
included in the governing equations.

4. Numerical Results and Discussions

A concrete specimen with 3 cm by 5 cm, as shown in Figure 1,
is numerically analyzed using the finite element method.
The sample is exposed to 1mol/L NaCl solution and, at
the top surface, the relative humidity and temperature are
initially specified as 100% RH and 35∘C, respectively. The
inside relative humidity and temperature are given as 50%
RH and 20∘C, respectively.The other boundaries are assumed
to be sealed without any exchange of moisture, chloride, and

RH = 50%

T = 20
∘C

1mol/L NaCl

RH = 100%
T = 35

∘C

Insulated Insulated

Insulated
3 cm

3 cm

5 cm

Figure 1: Concrete sample used in the numerical simulation.

Table 2: Material parameters and input data for simulated concrete
specimen.

Parameter Value
Water to cement ratio, w/c 0.55
Volume fraction of aggregate, 𝑔

𝑖
0.65

Cement type I
Curing time (days) 28
Heat capacity, 𝜕𝑄/𝜕𝑇
(J/kg ∘K)

∗1,000

Thermal diffusivity,𝐷
𝑇

(W/m ∘K)
∗2

∗The values are taken from Isgor and Razaqpur [15].

heat. The defined material parameters and input data for the
numerical analysis related to the governing equations are
shown in Table 2.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 demonstrate moisture profiles of con-
crete samples at 10, 50, and 100 days of exposure, respectively.
As seen from these figures, at any fixed depth, pore relative
humidity of nonsaturated concrete is lower than the saturated
condition. When the temperature effect is considered, the
moisture level at any fixed depth is higher than that without
the temperature effect because the moisture transport is
accelerated by the temperature gradient.This effect is less sig-
nificant at 100 days of exposure because the concrete becomes
saturated. Figure 5 shows the distribution profiles of free
chloride concentration at different times of exposure at non-
saturated and nonisothermal conditions. The initial chloride
concentration inside concrete sample is assumed to be zero
so that chloride ions penetrate from outside (top surface) to
inside specimen.This can be noticed from Figure 5 where the
free chloride concentration decreases with increasing depth
from the top surface. The trends also illustrate that, at any
depth, the free chloride concentration is higher when expo-
sure time is longer.
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Figure 2: Moisture profiles at 10 days of exposure.
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Figure 3: Moisture profiles at 50 days of exposure.

Free chloride concentration is plotted against the depth
from the top surface at 10, 50, and 100 days of exposure as
shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8, respectively. As observed from
these figures, at any fixed depth, the chloride concentration at
nonsaturated condition is higher than saturated state. This is
because, as explained earlier, the chloride penetration is acce-
lerated by themoisture penetrationwhen they are in the same
direction. Figures 6, 7, and 8 also show that when the temper-
ature variation is taken into account, the change of chloride
concentration can be apparently observed. Heat flow can
accelerate the diffusion rate of bothmoisture and chloride. As
mentioned previously, moisture diffusion can carry chloride
ions so that, with increasing rate of moisture transport due
to the temperature effect, chloride ions can ingress faster
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Figure 4: Moisture profiles at 100 days of exposure.
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Figure 5: Free chloride concentration profiles at different times of
exposure.

leading to higher concentration.Thus, from chloride concen-
tration profiles as shown in Figures 6 through 8, it can be
concluded that the coupled effects of temperature variation
and moisture transport on chloride diffusion in concrete are
very significant and they cannot be negligible. The present
model takes into account the coupling parameters very well
and the model can be used to simulate chloride transport in
concrete structureswhich is frequently found in nonsaturated
and nonisothermal condition.

5. Model Validation

Due to the lack of systematic test data in the literature on chlo-
ride diffusion in nonsaturated and nonisothermal condition,
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Figure 6: Free chloride concentration profiles at 10 days of exposure.
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Figure 7: Free chloride concentration profiles at 50 days of expo-
sure.

we compare the present numerical results to available experi-
mental data which were conducted using chloride ponding
test in (1) nonsaturated and isothermal condition and (2)
saturated and nonisothermal condition.

Figure 9 shows the comparison between numerical
results obtained from the presentmodel and the test data con-
ducted on chloride ponding test at 90 days of exposure by
Andrade and Whiting [32]. The experiment was performed
on concrete with two different water cement ratios,𝑤/𝑐 = 0.4
and 0.6. The concrete samples were kept in nonsaturated and
isothermal condition. As illustrated from Figure 9, a good
agreement is observed. Figures 10 and 11 demonstrate the
verification of the proposed model with test results of chlo-
ride ponding test on concrete in nonisothermal and saturated
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Figure 8: Free chloride concentration profiles at 100 days of expo-
sure.
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Figure 9: A comparison between numerical results and experimen-
tal data.

condition.The concrete samplewas exposed to 3%NaCl solu-
tion at the top surface. The experiments were carried out at 6
and 12 days of exposurewith the controlled temperature at the
exposed (top) surface,𝑇= 35∘C.The temperature inside spec-
imenswasmaintained at𝑇=20∘C. It can be seen fromFigures
10 and 11 that the presentmodel is satisfactory to predict chlo-
ride ingress into nonisothermal and saturated concrete. Based
on the present comparative studies, it may be concluded that
the present mathematical model can be used to adequately
predict chloride penetration in nonsaturated and isothermal
and nonisothermal and saturated concrete structures.
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Figure 10: A comparison between numerical result and test data at
6 days of a specimen exposed to 𝑇 = 35∘C.
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Figure 11: A comparison between numerical result and test data at
12 days of a specimen exposed to 𝑇 = 35∘C.

6. Conclusions

(1)Amathematicalmodel for predicting chloride ingress into
concrete is developed based on Fick’s law. The model takes
into account the fully coupled effect among chloride, mois-
ture, and heat transport. The governing equations are estab-
lished by including additional terms in the flux equations.The
additional terms are explicitly related to the concentration
gradients of the state variables, that is, free chloride concen-
tration, pore relative humidity, and temperature.

(2)Thematerialmodels developed for the transport para-
meters of chloride and moisture diffusion in concrete are
introduced. These parameters include chloride diffusion
coefficient, chloride binding capacity, moisture diffusivity,
and moisture capacity. Some of these parameters are taking
into account the factors affecting concrete mix design such as
water cement ratio, curing time, and type of cement.

(3)The proposed coupling parameters between chloride
and moisture transport are characterized based on available
experimental data. These parameters are not constant but
expressed in terms of chloride content dependent. And the
material parameters which accounted for the influence of
temperature variation on chloride and moisture diffusion are
obtained from available material models.

(4) Finite element numerical simulation model is devel-
oped and the model demonstrates that temperature variation
has a remarkable influence onmoisture and chloride distribu-
tion profiles. In nonsaturated concrete, chloride penetration
is accelerated by moisture movement when the two gradients
are in the same direction.

(5) For nonsaturated concrete under nonisothermal con-
dition, chloride flux profiles at any exposure times are signifi-
cantly influenced by variations inmoisture diffusion and heat
transfer. These examples exhibit the strong-coupling effect of
not onlymoisture but also heat transfer on chloride transport
mechanism. The chloride penetration is accelerated by the
heat flow when the two gradients are in the same direction.

(6) Compared to other models which use Fick’s second
law and combine all coupling effects into one parameter, that
is, the apparent chloride diffusivity, the present model has
explicit and distinct term in each of the governing equations
to reflect the effect of each coupling process. Therefore, the
present model is a significant improvement in the aspect of
modifying the governing equations of chloride,moisture, and
heat by incorporating the coupling parameters.

(7)Thepresentmodel is validated by comparing the num-
erical results with the available chloride ponding test data
obtained in two separated tests. One is under nonsaturated
and isothermal condition, and the other is under nonisother-
mal but saturated condition. Good agreement is satisfactorily
obtained.

(8)There is a lack of experimental data for chloride pen-
etration into concrete under fully coupled nonsaturated and
nonisothermal condition. Future work is needed to further
improve this model by verifying the numerical results with
the experimental data with the fully coupled condition.
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